Tiny Tees Golf at Monarch Beach Golf Links
Tiny Tees Golf at Monarch Beach Golf Links is offered on Saturday and Sunday mornings. Led by Sean Lanyi, PGA Director of
Game Improvement and Junior Golf Leader, assisted by Tyson Russell Certified Tiny Tees Golf Instructor your children will learn to
have so much fun learning how to play golf.
WHY TINY TEES GOLF?
Tiny Tees Golf is a program designed specifically for children
ages 3-13 years old. The goal of Tiny Tees Golf is to introduce
children to the game of golf while they have fun. Children will
master the basics for golf terminology, golf course etiquette, full
swing skills, bunker, pitching, chipping, and putting skills as
well as learn how to implement those skills while playing the
game of golf. Tiny Tees Golf not only works on golf skills but
focuses on overall coordination. Tiny Tees Golf is broken down
into two age groups, 3 to 7 and 8 to 13, and offers six levels of
learning based on skill and experience. Each Tiny Tees Golf
class and is 45 minutes in length with a
5:1 student to teacher ratio.
LEVEL UP GUIDE
The Level Up provides a clear picture of the goals of the
program and the steps needed to achieve them.
Level 1 - Introduces kids to the game of golf. Your child levels up when they learn to verbalize and understand golf terms as well as
the basics of the full swing, chipping, and putting.
Level 2 - Will continue to review the full swing, chipping and putting, and will prepare each child for learning additional shots in
future levels. Your child levels up when they can distinguish the difference between chipping and putting, and when to use these shots
on the course.
Level 3 - Focuses on teaching the kids to master the basics and build a repeatable approach towards the game of golf, while learning
how to successfully hit a pitch shot from numerous areas and farther distances from the hole. Your child levels up when they can
successfully make a full swing with an iron off the grass without the assistance of a golf tee.
Level 4 - Will continue building a set of skills to make quality full swings, while building a well-rounded short game consisting of
pitching, chipping, and putting. Each child will then be introduced to greenside bunker shots. Your child levels up when they can
successfully make a full swing out of a greenside bunker learning the concept of a sand sweep.
Level 5 - Introduces how to successfully drive the golf ball off the tee while continuing to master the basics for their well-rounded
short game consisting of bunker shots, pitch shots, chipping, and putting. Enhancing their knowledge of the rules of the game and
prepares for on course and tournament play. Your child levels up when they exhibit thorough knowledge of the rules of the game with
the interaction of playing golf.
Level 6 - Is a focused on-course experience for the Tiny Tees Golfer that has proven they have a complete understanding for all shots
taught to them in the previous levels while given the chance to implement the skills they have learned on the golf course in a pressure
free, stress free environment. Congrats your child has completed Tiny Tees Golf and is now advancing to the Certified Program,
Junior Golf Workshop Program.

Register your child for Tiny Tees Golf at Monarch Beach Golf Links!

